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Eddie vedder into the wild movie

Eddie VedderInto the WildSoundtrack album eddie and September 18, 2007 (2007-09-18)Recorded2007Studio X in Seattle, WashingtonGenreFolk rockLength33:04LabelJProducerAdam Kasper, Eddie VedderEddie Vedder chronology Into the Wild (2007) Ukulele Songs (2011) Alternative coverLP print cover Singles from Into the Wild Hard Presentation:
September 21, 2007 Guaranteed Out: September 18, 2007 Into the Wild is the first solo album by Pearl Jamist Eddie Vederd Eddie Vederd. , and his contributions to the soundtrack for the film of the same name. It was released on September 18, 2007, through J Records. Background director Sean Penn chose Vedder to provide music for the film. Previously,
Vedder contributed two songs to the soundtrack to the soundtrack to the 1995 film Dead Man Walking and a cover of the Beatles' You've Got to Hide Your Love Away to the soundtrack of the 2001 film I Sam, both penn. Vedder worked with producer Adam Kasper, who previously worked on Pearl Jam's 2002 album Riot Act and 2006's Pearl Jam. The album
was mixed by Kasper and Vedder. After watching a rough cut of Into the Wild, Vedder quickly began writing songs for the film. [1] Three days later, Vedder gave Penn a series of materials to work with. Penn placed what Vedder gave him in the film, and Vedder then continued to work on more material that Penn could add to the film. [2] Vedder said Penn
gave him a lot of freedom, and the biggest thing was trust, which was unspoken. he added. [3] Vedder also said that having to write songs based on a narrative are simplified things. He said there were fewer options. The story was there, and the scenes were there. [2] Vedder said the songwriting process grew when Penn asked him for more material. [3]
Vedder identified the registration process as a factory. He said, I'd just sit in the chair, and they'd give me a bass without curtains, and they'd give me a mandolin, and they'd take a second to make the rough mix, and then I'd write the vocals, and it was fast. [4] In recording sessions, Vedder said: It's like I walked into a strange place for a week or two, and
then I woke up from this sting and it was over. I really don't remember. [4] Vedder's composition for the film has a public voice. Allmusic's Thom Jurek called the soundtrack a collection of folk, deep-rooted tunes in which rock &amp; roll made fleeting appearances. [5] Vedder is first in charge of the songs in the film, while soundtrack composer Michael Brook
is in the film's credits for composing the film's original music. Vedder, Michael made great choices the way he edited the score... -our The music meshed together quite well for not approaching these puzzle pieces in a way that was conveniently approached. They just did. [1] Vedder co-edited the Hannan song Society with singer-songwriter Jerry Hannan.
Both songs appear in the film along with a team of Vedder's other folky ballads. Vedder's songs tell the story of American traveller Christopher McCandless. After graduating as a top student from Emory University, she decides to give up all money and travel. During raids into the western United States and Mexico, McCandless decides to hitchhike to Alaska
to live wild with little food and equipment, hoping to live a while of loneliness. About five months later, he starved to death near Denali National Park and Grove. Vedder said he realized that songs can now become another tool in storytelling. [1] When I was writing songs about McCandless, Vedder, it was amazing to say how easy it was for me to get into his
head. I found it uncomfortable that it was so easy, because I thought I was growing up. [2] He performed Eddie Vedder live on August 21, 2008 at the Auditorium Theatre in Chicago, Illinois. Into the Wild was released worldwide on September 17, 2007. It was released as a CD, both in standard and Digipak formats, and as LP. Cd prints of the album were
released on J Records and LP versions were released at Vinyl Films, a record label owned by Vedder's friend, director Cameron Crowe. In the United States, Into the Wild debuted at number 11 on the Billboard 200, selling 39,000 copies in its first week[6] and also peaked at number 11 on Billboard's Internet Albums chart and number 2 on the Soundtrack
Albums chart. The album's single Hard Sun peaked at number 17 on Hot Modern Rock Tracks and number 13 on the Canadian Hot 100. [7] Since its release, Into the Wild has sold 369,000 copies in the United States, according to Nielsen SoundScan,[8] and has been certified Platinum in Italy and Gold in Switzerland. [10] Tour Vedder introduced the Into the
Wild soundtrack with his first solo tour, which began in April 2008. The April leg of the tour, called the April Fools Tour, began on April 2, 2008 at The Centre in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, and consisted of ten appointments focused on the West Coast of the United States. [11] Vedder continued his tour in August 2008 with a second leg of fourteen
appointments focused on the east coast and Canada. The second leg of the tour began at the Boston Opera House in Boston, Massachusetts, and ended at the Auditorium Theatre in Chicago, Illinois. [13] Reception Professional scoresSourceRatingMetacritic67/100[14]Review scoresSourceRatingAllMusic[5]Blender[15]Entertainment
WeeklyB[16]NME5/10[17]Rolling Stone[18]Spin[19]Uncut[20] After its release, Into the Wild received mostly positive reviews. Horse The album, which gave a normalized rating out of 100 out of 100, scored an average of 67 based on 14 reviews and said there were generally positive reviews. [14] Rolling Stone writer David Fricke gave Into the Wild three-
and-a-half stars out of five stars, and said Vedder threw his heavy baritone into earthly, folkly pieces, softening the romance of absolute freedom with an eerie hunch. [18] Entertainment Weekly's Leah Greenblatt gave the album a B. A real sense of the wide open road permeates these nine original compositions. Said. Although the album is flawed (some
tracks on the 33-minute disc are so short that they never leave the ground), he leaving his review, there's still something compelling enough to stand alone here. [16] Spin's David Marchese gave the album three and a half stars out of five stars. He said, the handful of gloomy, droning soul parts don't really exceed the conditional origins of the movie, but the
real full-length songs ... Vedder's aching vocals and campfire instrumentation evoke the eerie beauty of untouched land. [19] Blender's Jonah Weiner gave the album three out of five stars. He said the sound of a 24-year-old accepting death is what a lifelong mismatched aging imagines. [15] Uncut's Allan Jones gave the album three out of five stars. He said,
Eddie answers what can be slanted here as a wild call with a series of mostly handsome, jangly folk-rock ballads. [20] NME's Jamie Fullerton gave Into the Wild five out of ten. In the review, Fullerton is very celebrated for Vedder's interest in everything anti-corporate, mccandless's renunciation of materialism, his eventual death. Said. He's successful, too, but
sometimes he says he's overly serious. [17] Thom Jurek, author of AllMusic employees, gave the album two and a half stars out of five stars, and distinguishing [songs] musically seds dynamic tension. Said. [5] Hard Sun became Into the Wild's most successful song on the rock charts, reaching number 13 on the Modern Rock charts. He was accompanied in
hard sun and guaranteed music videos. Vedder won the 2008 Golden Globe Award for Guaranteed from Into the Wild. [21] At the 2008 Grammy Awards, Guaranteeed was nominated for Best Song for Best Picture, Television or Other Visual Media. [22] Guaranteeed was nominated for the 2008 World Soundtrack Award. [23] At the 2009 Grammy Awards,
Rise was nominated for Best Rock Vocal Performance, Solo. [24] Vedder was nominated for a Golden Globe in 2008 for his contribution to the film's original score. [21] Into the Wild was 20th on the Top 20 Rock list. Roll Solo Albums by Sound Result. [25] The playlist all tracks were written by Eddie Vedder. Yan oneNo.TitleLength1. 1:372. No ceiling1:343.
Far behind 2:154in. As high as 2:365. Long Nights2:316. Tuolumne1:00 Yan TwoNo.TitleLength7. Hard Sun (Indio/Gordon Peterson)05:228. Society (Jerry Hannan)03:569. Kurt1:3210. End of the Road3:1911. Guaranteed[nb 1]7:22Toop length:33:04 Online music services[26][27] bonus tracksNo.TitleLength12. It's 3:3813 now. Photos 1:0014. Here's The
State[nb 2] (live) (Phil Ochs)for 5:5215. No More (live[nb 3])4:32Toop length:43:28 LP[28] bonus singleNo.TitleLength1. It's 3:382 now. No More (live)4:32Toop length:8:10 Staff All staff credits are adapted from Into the Wild's liner notes. [28] Commentator Eddie Vedder – vocals, guitar, bass, mandolin (4), banjo (2), piano, organ, drums, percussion,
producer, musing, layout, design Guest musicians Jerry Hannan - guitar, backing vocals (8) Corin Tucker - backing vocals (7) Technical staff Adam Kasper - producer, recording, mixing John Burton - engineer Sam Hofstedt – engineer Bob Ludwig – George Webb III mastering – technician Mike Kutchman – assistant technician Design staff Brad Klausen -
layout, design Francois Duhamel – photography, artwork Chuck Zlotrick – photography, art anton Corbijn – photography Sato Masuzawa – artistic facilitator Chart (2007) Peakposition Australia ARIA Albums Chart[29] 39 Belgian Albums Chart (Flanders)[30] 40 Dutch Top 100[31] 30 German AlbumList[32] 68 Irish Albums Chart[33] 68 New Zealand RIANZ
Top 40[34] 34 Portuguese AFP AlbumList[35] 17 Spanish Albums Chart[36]89 Swiss Hitparade Albums Chart[33] 28 UK Albums Chart[38] 183 US Billboard 200[7] 11 US Billboard Internet Albums[7] 11 US Billboard Soundtrack Albums[7] 2 Chart (2008) Peakposition Belgian Albums Chart ( Wa)[39] 74 French SNEP Albums Chart[40] 31 Italian FIMI Albums
Chart[41] 6 Chart (2014) Peakposition Italian Albums (FIMI)[42] 88 Year Title Peak positions US Mod[7 ] CAN[7] 2007 Hard Sun 13 17 Certificates Regional Certified Units/Sales Canada (Music Canada)[43] Gold 50,000^ Denmark (IFPI Denmark)[44] Platinum 20,000 Italy (FIMI) Sales since 2009 2× Platinum 160,000* Netherlands (NVPI)[46] Gold 35,000^
Switzerland (IFPI Switzerland)[10] Gold 15.000^ United Kingdom (BPI) *[47] Silver 60,000^ *sales figures based on certification only^posts stand-alone certificate-based sales+flow figures notes ^ Contains a guaranteed hidden track, Guaranteed (Buzzing Vocals), at 4:40 a.m. ^ Here's to the State was recorded live on VH1 Storytellers on May 31, 2006. ^ No
More was recorded live at Goffertpark in Nijmegen, Netherlands, on June 28, 2007. References ^ a b c Sandler, Adam. Movies evolve singu singu as a singu Vision. Various. December 11, 2007. ^ a b c Cohen, Jonathan. Q&amp;A: Penn, Vedder Go where the wild stuff is... Reuters. October 26, 2007. ^ a b Gilchrist, Todd. Interview: Sean Penn and Eddie
Vedder. Ign. September 21, 2007. ^ a b Grossman, Lev. Nature Children. Hours. September 13, 2007. ^ a b c Jurek, Thom. allmusic ((((Into the Wild &gt; Review ))). Allmusic. Accessed March 21, 2009. Hasty, Katie (September 26, 2007). Reba Outmuscles Kanye, 50 Points First No. 1. Billboard. ^ a b c d e f Into the Wild [Original Soundtrack] – Eddie
Vedder: Awards at AllMusic. Accessed November 13, 2007. ^ a b Cohen, Jonathan (July 2, 2008). Eddie Vedder plots the East Coast Solo Tour. Billboard. ^ Italian album certificates – Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild (in Italian). Federazione Industria Musicale Italiana. Accessed October 11, 2013. Choose Tutti gli anni from the Anno pop-up menu. In the Filtra
field, select Into the Wildi. Under Sezione, select Album e Compilation. ^ a b The Official Swiss Charts and Music Community: Awards (Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder: Into the Wild). Hitparade. Hung Medien. Accessed August 18, 2012. Reuters. Eddie Vedder will start solo touring. Entertainment Magazine. February 15th, 2008. Powers, Ann(April 4, 2008).
There's so much to live up to: Pearl Jam frontman Vancouver opens his first solo tour flour with an intimate but powerful performance. Los Angeles Times. Accessed September 20, 2008. Kreps, Daniel (July 2, 2008). Tour Chaser: Eddie Vedder, Goo Goo Dolls and Alice Cooper. Rolling Stone. Realnetworks. Accessed September 20, 2008. ^ a b Into the Wild
Reviews, Ratings, Credits and More. Metacritic. Accessed August 18, 2012. ^ a b Weiner, Jonah. Eddie Vedder: Into the Wild[permanent dead link]. Blender. Accessed May 20, 2009. ^ a b Greenblatt, Leah (September 1, 2007). To the Wilderness. Entertainment Magazine. Accessed on May 20, 2009. ^ a b Fullerton, Jamie. Eddie Vedder: Towards wild OST.
Nme. October 30th, 2007. Accessed May 20, 2009. ^ a b Fricke, David (September 5, 2007). Eddie Vedder: Into the wilderness. Rolling Stone. Accessed on May 20, 2009. ^ a b Marchese, David. Eddie Vedder, Into the Wild (J Records). Spin. November 26th, 2007. Accessed on May 20, 2009. ^ a b Jones, Allan. Eddie Vedder: Into the wilderness. Uncut.
Accessed on: May 20, 2009. ^ a b 65. goldenglobes.org. Archived from source on May 24, 2012. Accessed on: January 13, 2008. ^ 50. Grammy Awards – 2008. Rockonthenet.com. Accessed February 20, 2008. ^ Nominees World Soundtrack Awards 2008 announced. worldsoundtrackawards.com was archived from the source on January 25, 2009.
Accessed august 20, 2008. ^ 51. Grammy Awards Nominations List. grammy.com. archived from source on December 5, 2008. Accessed December 3, 2008. Top 20 Rock 'n' Roll Solo Albums. ses. 6 Eylül 2017. Erişim tarihi: 24 Aralık 2019. ^ Into the Wild (Müzik motion picture [Deluxe Edition] - Eddie Vedder. iTunes. Erişim tarihi: 18 Ağustos 2012. ^ Eddie
Vedder: Into The Wild (Music For the Motion Picture). Google Play. Erişim tarihi: 27 Eylül 2018. ^ a b Into the Wild (LP). Eddie Vedder. Vinil Filmler. 2007. VFR-2007-4. CS1 maint: diğerleri (bağlantı) ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. australian-charts.com Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 13 Kasım 2007. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild.
Ultratop, ne kadar iyi. Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 2 Nisan 2009. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. dutchcharts.nl Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 19 Şubat 2008. ^ Albüm – Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder, Into the Wild. Medya Denetim Grafikleri. Erişim tarihi: 18 Ağustos 2012. ^ Diskografi Eddie Vedder. irish-charts.com Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 19
Şubat 2008. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. charts.nz Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 19 Şubat 2008. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. portuguesecharts.com Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 2 Nisan 2009. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. spanishcharts.com Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 18 Ağustos 2012. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie
Vedder – Into the Wild. Hitparade' de. Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 19 Şubat 2008. ^ Chart Log UK: V – Vybe. zobbel.de. Erişim tarihi: 18 Ağustos 2012. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. Ultratop, ne kadar iyi. Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 2 Nisan 2009. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. lescharts.com Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 19 Şubat
2008. ^ Soundtrack / Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. italiancharts.com Hung Medien. Erişim tarihi: 5 Mart 2008. ^ Artisti – Classifica settimanale WK 23 (dal 02-06-2014 al 08-06-2014) (İtalyanca). Federazione Industria Musicale Italiana. 14 Temmuz 2014 tarihinde kaynağından arşivlendi. Erişim tarihi: 12 Haziran 2014. ^ Kanada albüm sertifikaları – Eddie
Vedder – Music From The Motion Picture Into The Wild. Müzik Kanada. Erişim tarihi: 3 Aralık 2018. ^ Danimarka albüm sertifikaları – Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. IFPI Danimarka. Sertifika almak için 2017 yılına kadar aşağıdaki sayfa listesinde ilerleyin. ^ İtalyan albüm sertifikaları – Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild (İtalyanca). Federazione Industria Musicale
Italiana. Erişim tarihi: 20 Ekim 2020. Anno açılır menüsünde 2020 seçeneğini belirleyin. Filtra alanında Into the Wildı seçin. Sezione altında Albüm e Derleme seçeneğini belirleyin. ^ Dutch albüm sertifikaları – Eddy Vedder – Music For The Motion Picture Into The Wild (Felemenkçe). Nederlandse Vereniging van Producenten en Importeurs van beeld-en
geluidsdragers. Artiest of titel kutusuna The Motion Picture Into The Wild'ı girin. ^ İngiliz albüm sertifikaları – Eddie Vedder – Into the Wild. İngiliz Fonogram Endüstrisi. Erişim tarihi: 4 Eylül 2013. Albümseçin Field. In the Certificate field, select Silver. Write to Into the Wild at the Search BPI Awards and it's from
Into_the_Wild_.php.php()soundtrack&amp;oldid=992711.
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